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Intercultural music studies 

Background: 

The Imaginary Space research project - finding 

intercultural connections in Malaysia through new music 

for instruments and electronics. 

Interculturality:      
“Participating and negotiating with people requires an 

ability to know and understand ‘your’ culture, ‘another’s’ 

culture and have skill in working between your own and 

another’s culture.” Cloonan, Spencer and Saunders (2005)



[What is west …. what is east?]

Western aesthetics and the role of art - 
knowing our own culture 

Nicolas Bourriaud - the space between things… 

• Giles Deleuze - flows and gaps between mechanisms… 

• Jean-Francois Lyotard - a system of connections between various conduits 
of energy 

• Jacques Derrida - the interval between the oral and the written, the sign 
and the trace 

• Foucault - the behaviour generated by an artwork rather than the work itself



[What is east…what is west?] 

––––––––––––––––––

• Composers as ‘cultural brokers’: Yayoi Uno 
Everett Locating East Asia in Western Art Music 

• Ideals of ‘cultural flux’: Frederick Lau Fusion or 
Fission: Contemporary Chinese Music

Shifting cultures



Different meanings & 
(mis)appropriations

Balinese gamelan anklang 

To many Balinese people, the sound of this gamelan invokes feelings of 
sadness and the 'territory of gloom'--this is a result of the use of these 
instruments to accompany funerary rites and processions to cremations. 
Yet the tuning of these instruments, which could be shown in Western 
terms as close to a major triad with a passing note inserted (eg C - D - E - 
G), is often interpreted by Western listeners as joyful, due to its invocation 
(for them) of major tonality. The tensions between different interpretations 
are what make intercultural study of music valid, and remind researchers 
that diversity of reception is the key to subjective response to music. 

Peter Dunbar-Hall



The performance as …

The mediated space 

 ….. art as life (Bourriaud) 

       …………creative flux (Lau) 



Chie-Tsang LEE

• Sabah, East Malaysia 

• Asian performance ethics 

• Western contemporary classical approaches 

• Indigenous Kadzandusun ritual forms





Maria Grazia Calandrone:  
Cosa credi che il cuore nasconda
With my language I flower again in your mouth 
like a rose: I am reborn in the shape of a rose 
if my dead language mixes with yours. 
Here I am, totally, where the rose  
had once vanished. 

My language is the rose that died in silence, 
the vanished rose blooming in your blood. I am the shadow  
flowering when you name it, I am the shadow of those who seem 
to sleep but pose questions still, I am the plantation  
on the stone of your house, I am the shadow of the shadow of your language,  
a foreign accent, the curve of a rose in your throat  
like a scar of a diasporas 
on everyone’s lips.





Chie-Tsang Lee

Echo of the Core for solo flute
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